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Abstracts

The South Anhui Incident

GREGOR BENTON Pages 681-720

In January 1941 Guomindang forces crushed a New Fourth Army (NFA) column
under Xiang Ying and Ye Ting, which had just missed a deadline to get north of
the Yangzi River. The Guomindang and the Communist center in Yan'an both wanted
Xiang in the north, each for its own reasons. However, Xiang put off leaving until
the last moment for he was loath to give up his independent base in south Anhui.
Xiang favored closer cooperation with the Guomindang than did Communists else-
where in China. Ironically, Xiang's resistance to Yan'an's pressure to cross the river
brought him into conflict with Chiang Kai-shek. Loyalist NFA units that did go
north routed Guomindang armies there, and partly in retaliation, Chiang Kai-shek
suppressed Xiang as a "mutineer." Yan'an leaders called the Incident an act of frat-
ricide, and afterward they radicalized their idea of the united front—always wider
than one of mere collaboration with the Guomindang—still further. In Yan'an,
Xiang was blamed for hesitating to expand northward and for entering a trap when
he eventually did leave. However, Yan'an bore some responsibility, never acknowl-.
edged, for choosing Xiang's route to disaster.

The Spatial Approach to Chinese History: A Test

BARBARA SANDS and RAMON H. MYERS Pages 721-743

This article presents a series of statistical tests of the spatial framework offered
by G. W. Skinner for use in analyzing Chinese history. Skinner argues that China
is best viewed as a collection of nine distinct economic regions, each composed of a
core and periphery. The authors use discriminant analysis, a multivariant statistical
technique, and a twentieth-century Chinese data set to test the relevance of this view
empirically. Their tests show that the Skinner framework is not supported by the
data, and therefore they conclude that the model's contribution to the historical
analysis of China is questionable.

Democracy and the Founding of Japanese Public Radio

GREGORY J. KASZA Pages 745-767

Party governments in Japan during the period from 1924 to 1932 joined a ma-
jority of the European democracies in imposing rigid state controls over the new
medium of radio. Over the years many elected governments have restricted political
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expression over radio despite the strong logical connection between free elections and
free speech, and this article examines the Japanese case in a comparative perspective.
It analyzes the decision-making process that produced Nihon Hoso Kyokai (NHK),
the public-interest radio monopoly, in Japan in 1926, as well as the exercise of state
controls over broadcasting until the last prewar party cabinet fell in 1932. Various
definitions of the public interest that are consistent with democratic values may none-
theless call for close state supervision of broadcasting. In Japan, the rationale for the
control of radio resembled the rationales of many contemporary democracies. The
Japanese experience suggests that, although broadcasting controls may not have con-
tradicted democratic principles, the development of a strong democratic regime would
have been better served by a liberal policy toward the new electronic medium.

Universities and Students in Wartime Japan

BEN-AMI SHILLONY Pages 769-787

Japan possessed a sophisticated network of institutions of higher education before
World War II. There was repression on the campuses of colleges and universities,
but it was less severe than that in the totalitarian countries of the time. The war
placed great demands on higher education and forced it to change. New universities,
colleges, and research institutes were established; more students were enrolled; and
more women entered colleges. The war also spurred a great shift toward science and
technology, which was to be instrumental in Japan's economic recovery in the postwar
era.

Mobilization for military duty or for work made the students feel that they were
responsible for the fate of their country. However, their youthful outburst of patri-
otism came to an end with Japan's defeat. Feelings of betrayal and disillusionment
nurtured the extreme patriotism and militancy of the postwar student movement.

Bangladesh, Bangladesh!—A Review Article

J O H N P. THORP Pages 789-796

In 1981 Bangladesh celebrated its first decade of independence. This milestone
was marked by a sharp increase in publications about the new nation. Authors are
fascinated and not a little surprised that the "international basketcase" of 1971 has
survived a vast array of economic, social, and political afflictions. The authors are
also concerned about the continuing survival of Bangladesh. Current writing is con-
centrated on either its political history or problems of economic development and
represents a major contribution to filling gaps in our knowledge of Bangladesh. Un-
fortunately, although most contemporary authors have limited experience in Ban-
gladesh, they do have well-developed theoretical perspectives that guide their con-
structions of Bangladeshi reality. Current writing proffers Weberian, neoclassical
economic, and Marxist interpretations of Bangladesh. Little fresh, in-depth, culturally
sensitive, representative reporting of Bangladeshis' own interpretations of the present
and aspirations for the future is being done. Academia is failing the majority of
Bangladeshis by not taking seriously their ideas, aspirations, and abilities.
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Diverse Cultures and Recurrent Themes in Recent Melanesian Ethnography—
A Review Article

JENNIFER M. BLYTHE Pages 797-805

Melanesia is an area of cultural and ecological variety that has attracted anthro-
pologists with diverse theoretical interests. However, the diversity of the region is
tempered by recurrent patterns that represent local elaborations of common cultural
themes. Investigation of these themes by ethnographers gives an underlying unity
to Melanesian studies. The recent publications reviewed here recapitulate the history
of ethnography in Melanesia. Books written by two missionaries follow a tradition
of amateur ethnography that began in Melanesia during the last century. Contri-
butions by professional anthropologists discuss topics considered in the 1950s and
1960s when the New Guinea Highlands were first studied intensively. These include
cultural ecology, problems of social structure, and gender relations. Several of the
studies make use of or refer to theoretical frameworks common at that time, while
others approach familiar subject matter from new perspectives.
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